Conservation Vocabulary Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
3. people who question an idea or proposal and think it unnecessary or of doubtful value
4. advantages
6. provided something of value to a group effort
11. something that calls for extra effort, strength, or ability
13. destruction of forests
14. to move closer or (as a noun) a way of looking at or solving problems
16. one of the 7 major bodies of land on earth
17. able to continue over a long period
20. efforts to preserve the natural world
21. the basic unit of classification in biology: a group of closely-related plants or animals that are able to interbreed with each other
23. someone who studies the inter-relations between living things
25. choice

Down
1. having a source of money available
2. something that blocks progress
3. the ability to live or continue to exist
5. disputed (an idea or project that some people think is needed and others consider a bad idea)
7. people actively involved in a controversial project or protest
8. available sources of help or wealth
9. replanting of forests
10. related to the environment (the natural world we live in)
12. involving the whole world
15. a group of people living near each other or having a lot in common
18. a connected, interacting system of plants, animals, & their environment
19. people working together on a common project
22. a large area
24. a group working together

funding
activists
obstacle
contribution
continent
team
conservation
selection
ecologist
community
deforestation
sustainable
region
global
re plantation
challenge
approach
species
benefits
ecosystem
resources
survival
colleagues
controversial
environmental
skeptics